Attosecond Nuclear Dynamics in the Ammonia Cation: Relation between High-Harmonic and Photoelectron Spectroscopies
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We report measurements of the umbrella motion in the ammonia cation on the attosecond time scale. The motion is prepared by strong-field ionization and probed by photorecombination through the process of high-harmonic generation. Performing such measurements at multiple wavelengths (0.8, 1.44, 1.8 μm) enables us to follow the nuclear dynamics over a broad temporal range (0.8–3.8 fs). The intensity of the driving field is found to have a significant impact on the observed dynamics through the vibrational-state dependence of the strong-field ionization rates. We derive a general model that includes these effects and establishes a new link between high-harmonic spectroscopy and classical photoelectron spectroscopy. Our model reproduces the observed dynamics and their dependence on the intensity of the driving field. Moreover, the model predicts much richer nuclear dynamics on the few-fs timescale than most previous theories. The newly predicted features are shown to reflect the quantized vibronic level structure of the molecular cation.

1. Introduction

The non-perturbative interaction between an intense laser field and a molecule enables the measurement of processes on timescales below the duration of an optical cycle. The laser-induced recollision between a molecular cation and an electron indeed provides the basis for several approaches to measuring attosecond intramolecular dynamics. Exploiting the correlation between the nuclear wave packet created in the molecular cation by strong-field ionization and the electronic continuum wave packet has enabled the measurement of nuclear dynamics on a subfemtosecond time scale.[1, 2] The same concept also applies to high-harmonic spectroscopy (HHS) with the additional benefit of a unique relationship between the emitted photon energy and the time elapsed between ionization and recombination. The overlap integral of the neutral and ionic nuclear wave packets is mapped onto the intensity distribution of the emitted high-harmonic spectrum (Figure 1).[3] The squared ratio of nuclear autocorrelation functions for two isotopologues can thus be obtained from the ratio of their high-harmonic spectra. This principle enables the observation of nuclear dynamics in the molecular cation with a temporal resolution on the order of 100 as, as experimentally demonstrated in D2/H2 and CD2/CH2.[4] The measurements on molecular hydrogen have been further investigated in terms of two-center interference[5] and extended to 1.3 μm.[6] The nuclear dynamics were also investigated in mixtures of D2 and H2 in order to access phase differences of the high harmonics emitted in both species.[7] Using the reconstruction of attosecond beating by interference of two photon transitions (RABITT) technique, the relative spectral phases of D2 and H2 were investigated in ref.[8]. Moreover, the technique was used to investigate strong-field ionization to multiple electronic states in the water cation.[9] Other studies investigated the influence of the nuclear dynamics on the production of attosecond pulses.[10, 11] Theoretical work on polyatomic molecules has so far relied on the harmonic oscillator approximation, investigating the calculation of nuclear autocorrelation functions from ab initio data[12] and the use of vibrational normal modes in modeling the observed dynamics of the methane cation.[13]

Independently of these studies, the role of nuclear motion in strong-field ionization of H2 has been studied in detail. Franck–Condon factors alone have been found to be insufficient for describing the vibrational-state dependence of strong-field ionization rates, as shown for example, in refs.[14, 15]. It was recognized that the rate of strong-field ionization to specific vibrational states of the cation also needs to be weighted according to their different ionization energies.[16] More detailed calculations were carried out and found to reproduce the measured populations of the vibrational eigenstates of H2+ following strong-field ionization of H2.[17]

In this article, we investigate the relation between attosecond nuclear dynamics probed through the process of high-harmonic generation and classical photoelectron spectroscopy. As an example, we study the umbrella motion of the ammonia cation over a broad range of near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths and intensities of the generating laser pulse. The NIR wavelengths extending from 0.8 to 1.8 μm provide access to longer timescales of the launched vibrational wave packet than previous experiments. Our experimental data reveal that the slope of the extracted nuclear autocorrelation function is smaller than expected from calculations relying on Franck–Condon fac-
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the vibrational-state dependence of strong-field ionization by Lein,\[3\] the envelope of the high-harmonic spectrum of a molecule undergoing ultrafast nuclear dynamics triggered by ionization is given by Equation (1):

$$S_{\text{HHG}}(\Omega) \propto |C(\tau(\Omega))|^2 S_{\text{osc}}(\Omega)$$

(1)

where $S_{\text{HHG}}(\Omega)$ is the high-harmonic spectral envelope obtained for fixed nuclei. $C(\tau)$ is the nuclear autocorrelation function given by the overlap integral of the nuclear wave packet prepared in the cation $|\chi^{+}(R,\tau)\rangle$ with the ground-state nuclear wave function $\phi^{(0)}_{0}(R) = \phi_{0}^{(0)}(R)$ of the neutral molecule. For short electron trajectories, a unique relationship $\tau(\Omega)$ exists between the emitted frequency $\Omega$ and the transit time of the electron $\tau$. Finally our formulation neglects the coupling of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom which is small in the electronic ground state of the ammonia cation. It also neglects the variation of the photorecombination matrix elements with nuclear geometry which is a good approximation in the absence of structural minima.\[5\] Finally our formulation neglects dynamics induced in the neutral molecule (e.g. through Lochfrass\[19\]). The latter is a valid approximation below to explain the experimental observations. As proposed by Lein,\[3\] the assumed geometry-independent approximations used in previous models for polyatomic molecules, that is, the assumed geometry-independence of the ionization rates and the harmonic oscillator approximation. Our model predicts small oscillations of the autocorrelation function after its initial decay that result from the vibrationally resolved structure of the photoelectron spectrum. We expect that these effects will become experimentally observable as modulations in the spectral ratios for sufficiently long transit times beyond the data presented here.
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states prepared by strong-field ionization. The expansion coefficients of the nuclear wave packet of the molecular cation into its eigenstate can be written as $c_n = \langle \psi_n^m(r,R) | \hat{V} | \psi_n^m(r,R) \rangle$, where $\psi_n^m(r,R)$ is the total wave function of the neutral molecule and $\psi_n^m(r,R)$ is the total wave function describing the ionized molecule in the vibrational state $n$ and the continuum electron wave packet. $\hat{V}$ is the operator describing strong-field ionization. The transition matrix element becomes separable if the $R$-dependence of $\hat{V}$ is neglected, which corresponds to neglecting the variation of the molecular ionization potential and electronic structure with $R$. This assumption is justified when tunnel ionization is limited to a narrow range of nuclear coordinates, where the vibrational wave functions of the neutral and cationic state have maximal overlap. Thus, we obtain $|c_n|^2 = \frac{S_n^c}{C_0} \tau_{ion}(n)$, where the ionization rate can be approximated by $\tau_{ion}(n) \propto e^{-\frac{(E - I_p)^2}{2\sigma^2}}$, where $I_p$ is the ionization potential leading to the vibronic state $n$ of the molecular cation and $E$ is the laser electric field strength at the time of ionization.

We have thus shown how the nuclear autocorrelation function $C(t)$ can be determined from the vibrational energy level structure of the cation and the Franck–Condon factors. These quantities can be calculated by determining the Born–Oppenheimer potential energy surfaces of the relevant neutral and ionic electronic states followed by a solution of the nuclear Schrödinger equation. Since accurate calculations of this kind are challenging for polyatomic molecules, we propose instead to extract the required information from experimental photoelectron spectra. The intensity distribution of vibrationally resolved photoelectron spectra indeed closely reflects the Franck–Condon factors when vibronic coupling effects can be neglected. In our approach, the nuclear autocorrelation function relevant to high-harmonic generation can then be conveniently determined as the inverse Fourier transform of the photoelectron band corresponding to ionization from the vibrionic ground state of the neutral molecule to the electronic ground state of the cation, multiplied with the strong-field ionization amplitude, that is, $C(t) = e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{P_{FS}}{P_{EM}} \right)^2 \sqrt{\tau_{ion}(t)}}$. This relation establishes a simple formal link between classical photoelectron spectroscopy and the nuclear motion probed by high-harmonic generation. The only implicit approximation that we have made is that the Born–Oppenheimer potential energy surfaces of the ground electronic states of the neutral and ionic species are not affected by the laser field.

We implement our model by taking experimental photoelectron spectra of NH$_3$ and ND$_3$ from ref. [21]. The positions and intensities of the vibronic transitions in the photoelectron spectra of the electronic ground state of NH$_3^+$ (Figure 2a) and ND$_3^+$ (not shown) were used in a least-squares fitting procedure employing an asymmetric Gaussian profile$^{22}$ to obtain the spectral envelopes of the photoelectron band. The width of the spectral envelope determines the energy bandwidth of the launched nuclear wave packet and thus its early time evolution. In Figure 2b the squared autocorrelation functions calculated from the spectral envelopes of NH$_3$ and ND$_3$ are shown together with their ratio. In similarity to previous computations of the autocorrelation function ratios for D$_2$/H$_2$ and CD$_4$/CH$_4$[3.4,13] a monotonic rise of the ratio is obtained.

Taking the vibrational structure of the spectrum into account as shown in Figure 2c (the spectral resolution corresponds to the literature data in ref. [21]) but our analysis of the dynamics on the few-fs timescale was tested to be insensitive to the line width of the vibrational structure), we observe that the autocorrelation function shows an intensity recurrence around 31.7 fs (inset of Figure 2c). This duration corresponds to one vibrational period of the umbrella motion of NH$_3^+$ and is determined by the energy spacing of the transitions observed in
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the photoelectron spectrum. It is thus a physically necessary result that shows the validity of our approach. The ratio of the squared autocorrelation functions of ND$_3$ and NH$_3$ in Figure 2d shows the same behavior as in Figure 2b for early times, but a pronounced maximum is found at 4.8 fs. The reason for the occurrence of this maximum is that—as in electronic circuits—a sharp truncation of a signal in the frequency domain leads to oscillations in the time domain. A vibrationally resolved photoelectron spectrum possesses such truncations in the form of its first and last vibronic bands. The resulting oscillations in the autocorrelation function of the investigated molecule and its deuterated counterpart will be displaced in time, causing the complex structure of the autocorrelation function ratio shown in Figure 2d. In the present case, a local maximum of the ratio is predicted at 4.8 fs that results from a maximal contrast between the autocorrelation functions of ND$_3$ and NH$_3$.

Taking into account the weighting of the vibrational states by their strong-field ionization rates as described above, the preparation of energetically higher-lying vibrational states becomes less likely causing the populations of the corresponding vibronic states to decrease as shown in Figure 2e for an intensity of $5 \times 10^{14}$ W cm$^{-2}$. The ratio of the autocorrelation functions still shows a maximum as shown in Figure 2f, but with a much smaller amplitude than when the strong-field ionization correction is neglected as shown in Figure 2d. This result is explained by the ionization-potential dependence of the strong-field ionization rate $r_{\text{ion}}$ that suppresses ionization to higher-lying vibronic states in the same way for the protonated and deuterated species. Therefore, the autocorrelation functions become more similar, damping the oscillations after the initial decay of the autocorrelation function and reducing the amplitude of the first local maximum in the ratio. An additional effect of the strong-field ionization weighting is that the induced nuclear dynamics become slower in general due to the energetic narrowing of the launched nuclear wave packet. In the following, we validate our model by comparing it with experimental data.

**Experimental Section**

We generate high-harmonic radiation by focusing ($f=40$ cm or $f=50$ cm) either the output of a Titanium:Sapphire (Ti:Sa) regeneratively amplified laser system (800 nm, 25 fs) or the output of a high-energy optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS-HE, Light Conversion), which provides laser pulses with central wavelength tunable from 1.2 µm to 2.4 µm, into a thin supersonic gas jet, generated by expansion of the gas samples through a 150–250 µm orifice. The contribution of the short electron trajectories is isolated by placing the gas jet 2–3 mm behind the position of the laser focus. The laser pulse durations from the TOPAS-HE amount to 40–50 fs as measured with a home-built second-harmonic generation FROG (frequency-resolved optical gating) setup. The generated harmonics are spectrally dispersed by a concave XUV grating and imaged by a phosphor-backed double-stack microchannel plate (MCP) detector, which is read out by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. NH$_3$ (purity ≥ 99.98%) and ND$_3$ (isotopic purity 98%) were purchased from Linde. The samples were seeded in helium (1:3 to 1:9) with a backing pressure of 3–4 bars to reduce clustering, which was minimized by optimizing the contrast of the rotational revivals following impulsive alignment with an intense laser pulse. The rotational wave packet dynamics induced by a non-resonant 0.8 µm laser pulse is probed by monitoring the intensity of high harmonics generated by a 1.3 µm laser pulse. The figure shows the evolution of the intensity of H$_2$3 (corresponding to a photon energy of 21.9 eV) with the pump–probe delay. The polarization of the two laser pulses was parallel. The insets show the highest-occupied molecular orbital of the molecule as an isosurface representation.
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**3. Results and Discussion**

We recorded high-harmonic spectra using laser pulses with central wavelengths of 0.8, 1.44 and 1.8 µm and different intensities in order to access consecutive overlapping temporal ranges of the nuclear wave packet dynamics. We use the unique energy-to-time mapping within the classical model for the short electron trajectories$^{[2,4]}$ to convert the energy scale of our recorded spectra into a time scale. High-harmonic spectra of NH$_3$ and ND$_3$ recorded at 0.8 µm are shown in Figure 4a.

The peak laser intensity was estimated to be $1.5 \times 10^{14}$ W cm$^{-2}$ from the cutoff energy. The spectral ratio was calculated by integrating each observed harmonic separately. The result is shown in Figure 4b with the horizontal axis converted into the transit time of the electron between ionization and recombination. At this wavelength, we access a temporal range of 0.7–1.6 fs. The ratios predicted by our theoretical model are shown...
We present three different predictions of the autocorrelation-function ratios by Fourier transforming 1) the spectral envelope (dashed line), 2) the vibrationally-resolved photoelectron spectrum (dotted line) or 3) the vibrationally-resolved photoelectron spectrum weighted with the ionization potential-dependent strong-field ionization rates (solid line). None of these three models has been discussed in the literature before. In all three cases similar increasing functions are obtained, which match the experimental data obtained at 0.8 \(\mu\)m reasonably well. In this data set, it is hard to draw a clear conclusion about which approach best describes the observed dynamics. Therefore, neither the effect of the quantization of the vibronic structure nor the effect of the ionization rate are evident from the results obtained at 0.8 \(\mu\)m. We therefore turned to longer wavelengths and lower intensities to demonstrate the importance of these effects. A spectrum recorded with a central wavelength of 1.44 \(\mu\)m and an intensity of 6.5 \(\times\) 10\(^{13}\) \(W\) cm\(^{-2}\) is shown in Figure 4c. The corresponding ratio and the model predictions are shown in Figure 4d.

In the case, the experimental ratio only agrees with the complete theoretical model (full line), whereas the other predictions clearly deviate from the experimental result. To further validate our theoretical model, we recorded high-harmonic spectra at 1.8 \(\mu\)m, accessing transit times from 1.7–3.5 fs of the launched nuclear wave packet and varied the intensities to demonstrate the influence of strong-field ionization rates on the population of the vibrational eigenstates (Figure 4e, f). In these measurements, the increase of the experimental ratios with transit time is smaller than in the measurements recorded at higher intensities (Figure 4b, d) because the populations of the energetically higher-lying vibrational states are suppressed by smaller strong-field ionization rates. Thus the temporal evolutions of the launched nuclear wave packets of the protonated and deuterated species become more similar consequently flattening the spectral ratio. Both simplified models, that is, the one using only the envelope of the photoelectron band (dashed line) and the one neglecting the influence of the strong-field ionization rate for the different vibrational levels (dotted line)
strongly deviate from the experimentally observed dynamics. Only the full theoretical model provides an adequate description of the observed nuclear dynamics. Remaining discrepancies between experiment and theory might originate from the effect of the laser field on the potential energy surfaces or dynamics induced in the neutral molecule which have both been neglected in our model. The significant effect of the ionization rate on the nature of the prepared vibrational motion has thus been clearly demonstrated by comparing our experimental and theoretical results. The effect is most significant when the intensity of the generating field is low, such that only the lowest vibrational states are populated, and the wavelength is long, such that a large temporal range of the vibrational dynamics is accessed. We propose that the intensity control of the launched nuclear dynamics by strong-field ionization is a general concept. More explicitly, lowering the intensity of the driving field leads to a narrowing of the distribution of populated vibrational eigenstates, thus slowing down the observed dynamics and flattening the spectral ratios observed in HHS experiments.

4. Conclusions

We have formulated and tested a new accurate theoretical model for nuclear motion probed by high-harmonic spectroscopy. The model connects the observables of classical photoelectron spectroscopy to the intensity distribution in high-harmonic spectra and allows the inclusion of vibrational-state-dependent strong-field ionization rates. This enabled us to demonstrate experimentally and theoretically that the nuclear wave packet dynamics prepared by strong-field ionization differs quantitatively from a prediction based solely on Franck-Condon factors. The nuclear dynamics observed in HHS thus significantly differs from that prepared by single-photon ionization. We further showed that the relative populations of the vibrionic eigenstates of the cation and consequently the launched nuclear dynamics can be controlled through the intensity of the laser field. Our model calculations shown in Figure 2 further predict that more complex nuclear dynamics than previously expected can be observed by HHS when the fundamental wavelength is extended to the mid-infrared, reaching electron transit times in excess of 4–5 fs. On these time scales, the quantization of the vibrational structure of the cation plays a role, although the vibrational periods themselves are much longer. Measurements accessing these time scales have recently become possible through the development of high-power few-cycle mid-infrared laser sources,[24] which have already been applied to generate high harmonics in the keV range.[25] Our results thus open new prospects for the investigation of nuclear dynamics by HHS by extending the wavelength range to the mid-infrared where the observation of vibrionic quantum structure of nuclear motion is predicted.

Note added: Both the global shape and the local maximum of the ratio of autocorrelation functions shown in Figure 2f have been confirmed in vibrational wave-packet calculations on the ammonia cation based on the time-dependent Schrödinger equation.[26] These calculations further provide a time-domain perspective of the origin of the local maximum.
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